Sámi National Day Celebration, February 1, 2020
Sámi people usually come from Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Northern Russia. But we have our own
people of Sami descent in Canada. Some live down here with the rest of us, but there are others whose
home is in our North. These Northern Sámi can have very interesting background stories, tales of
adventure and struggle and achievement that are part of Canadian history. Today they live in modern
homes and do regular Canadian jobs like the rest of us. But their grandparents and parents still talk of
reindeer.
Sámi National Day is February 6th. The Scandinavian Cultural Society plans to help celebrate on
Saturday February 1st with an afternoon and evening of stories about Sámi life here in our North and in
other Sámi homelands. There is no charge for most of the day. Come at 12:30 and look around before
our official Opening at 1:00 pm. Peek inside the furnished Sámi lavvu (tent), sit on the reindeer hides,
and see if you feel at home!
The Sámi are famous for their long and successful adaptation to life in a harsh environment and for the
power and beauty of their decorative arts. We will share with you as much of this culture as we can.
Films and documentaries and illustrated talks will be presented all afternoon along. Exhibits will
feature Sámi artifacts and historic and modern photos of Sámi life. One of our documentaries was made
in 1928 giving us a rare view of Sámi people at that time. An award winning movie from the 1950’s
has magnificent scenes of reindeer sled racing, Sámi clothes, and their environment. Karen Sorensen,
who has lived in a lavvu herself, will display her Vancouver living room of Sámi household artifacts.
If she gets back from her research in Hawaii in time, Sina Sorensen, Karen’s granddaughter from
Norway, will explain how the famous Alta Dam issue there drew attention and ongoing support for
Sámi people and contributed to the formation of the Sámi Parliament. She says there is much we can
learn from Alta about how we might successfully address environmental issues here.
The Saturday evening banquet will celebrate Sámi National Day. Reindeer meat is expensive even with
generous personal support from Lloyd Binder (part owner of the northern herd). We are still not
assured we can get the meat this year, and if we do, this may be our last opportunity to obtain reindeer.
While the herds in Alaska number over 300,000 and there is a thriving market for this healthy meat in
the US, Lloyd has said our Canadian herd of 1500 is in danger of being abandoned. Reindeer do not do
well in the wild though some may meld into existing caribou herds. Our dinner menu uses other
traditional Sámi food including baked salmon in case, like my little granddaughter, you don’t want to
risk eating Rudolph. After dinner, Lloyd will tell about his family’s life in the North, starting with the
amazing and dramatic story of his grandfather’s historic thousand-mile trek with a herd of 3000
reindeer. Lloyd will illustrate his presentation with family photos.
There are not many people of Sámi descent in Vancouver. They would love to have your support in
celebrating their culture and their special day. Please come to enjoy the show, the talks, the food, and
our cousins of Sámi descent sharing their heritage with us.
Get information from cthauber12@gmail.com 778 228-2334
Buy banquet tickets from Laura at 604 294-0749 or tmolufsen@gmail.com
Find info and an updated schedule on our website: www.scandinavianculturalsociety.org
Or on the Scandinavian Community Centre website: www.scancentre.org
Carolyn Thauberger
Scandinavian Cultural Society
778 228-2334

Sámi Interest Group
Karen Sorensen, Pauli Juoksu, and several others have started a Sámi interest group at our Community
Centre for social, cultural, and educational purposes. Please join us. Membership is not limited to those
of Sámi heritage. Anyone may come who has an interest in Sámi history, decorative arts, or current
Sámi political and environmental issues. There is lots we can learn and much fun to have if we are
together.
People of Sámi heritage traditionally fished, hunted, and herded reindeer in northern Norway, Sweden,
Finland and Russia. According to Dr. Zita McRobbie (talking at Leif Erikson Day, 2017), DNA studies
suggest the Sámi were already together as a people before the last Ice Age, far earlier than other
Scandinavians became distinct. Sámi people are famous for surviving for millennia in a harsh
environment, for peaceful co-existence among subgroups, and for the beauty and deep meaning in their
decorative arts. It is a culture well worth our interest and attention.
Indigenous Canadians, especially those in our far North have faced prejudice, environmental issues,
and the loss of their traditional lands and way of life. It has been similar for the Sámi. Both peoples
continue to search for the best place for themselves in modern culture and economy while keeping the
traditions of their heritage. We will talk about this, too, and see how we can work together.
Let us know if you are interested to join our Sámi group around our Scandinavian Community Centre
in Burnaby, BC.
Contact Carolyn Thauberger 778 228-2334 or cthauber12@gmail.com
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Anne Maia Sorensen, Vancouver dancer and Norwegian House language instructor, in her Sámi dress

